Content & Scholarly Communications

We are committed to giving our members increased access to high quality content and supplies from traditional and non-traditional sources, using innovative models that meet the needs of a variety of communities. We seek to deliver the information and materials you need to meet the demands of your users, patrons, researchers and students.

• eResources
• Open Access Programs
• Scholarly Communication
• Strategic Licensing

www.lyrasis.org for more information
Supporting Open Access

Lyrasis proudly offers a number of Open Access and Open Research programs. These include our very own Open Access Community Investment Program (OACIP), a community-driven framework that enables multiple stakeholders — including academic and public libraries, academic departments, institutions, museums and funding agencies — to evaluate and collectively fund Diamond Open Access (OA) journals.
Open Source Communities

Libraries, archives and museums are leaders in innovation, especially with regard to new technologies. Lyrasis the proud home to these crucial open source communities:

• ArchivesSpace
• CollectionSpace
• DSpace
• Fedora
• VIVO

Did You Know?

Lyrasis gets its name from the constellation Lyra, whose brightest star is Vega.
Lyrasis strives to identify and deliver best-of-field technology solutions including open source hosting, migration and support that keep your institution on the cutting edge.

- ArchivesSpace Hosting
- CollectionSpace Hosting
- DSpace Direct
- DuraCloud
- The Palace Project Hosting

Did You Know?
The mission of Lyrasis is to enable equitable access to the world's knowledge and cultural heritage.
Ebooks & Community Engagement

Lyrasis offers tools and solutions that put your library at the center of your community. With Biblioboard, the Indie Author Project and The Palace Project, your library can help patrons create their own unique content, showcase local titles and make managing your ebooks simple and seamless through one app.
Librarians save lives: by handing the right book, at the right time, to a kid in need
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Collaboration and Member Programs

Lyrasis leverages our community’s knowledge and our staff’s world-class skills to create programs that put our members at the forefront of collaboration and innovation.

- Catalyst Fund
- Consulting
- Member Summit
- Open Source Sustainability

Did You Know?

Lyrasis has an organizational history dating back to 1936.
Lyrasis is a proud home to these programs

**ArchivesSpace**
for archives and special collections

**Bibliolabs**
community engagement tools

**CollectionSpace**
for museums, archives, and special collections

**DataCite**
US Community
connecting research, identifying knowledge

**DSpace**
academic libraries and anyone with digital repositories

**Fedora**
digital libraries, archives, preservation

**ORCID**
US Community
connecting research and researchers

**The Palace Project**
for public and academic libraries

**VIVO**
academic libraries and scholarly publishing

**Did You Know?**
Lyrasis is home to more than 1,000 member in more than 28 countries.
We work with our members and users across the globe to foster and fund innovation, design vital programs and services that increase the value and impact of knowledge communities, and we develop and sustain technology solutions for all collections-holding institutions.
Please scan the QR code to discover what we’ve been working on over the past year.
If you are interested in becoming a member, please visit www.Lyrasis.org.